Dastkar KIDSTUFF
CRAFT CARNIVAL FOR KIDS
17th-26th May 2013
4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.
at
Nature Bazaar, Kisan Haat
Andheria Modh near Chhattarpur Metro Station, Delhi

REGISTER FOR TRADITIONAL CRAFT WORKSHOPS & FUN ACTIVITIES

TRADITIONAL CRAFT WORKSHOPS
Day Pass: Rs.1000 (excluding Entry Fee of Rs.20) per child.
Take part in as many of the 7 daily workshops as you like on any specific date.
Timings: 4:30p.m.-6:30p.m

FUN ACTIVITIES
Canary Crate Rs.500
Cooking Classes Rs.300
Decoupage Rs.700
Scientific Paper Toys Rs.100
Recycled Newspaper Bags Rs.100
Quilling Paperwork Rs.150
Terracotta & Fabric Items Rs.150

Timings: From 6:30 p.m. (except Cooking Class:- 5 p.m.-6 p.m.)

Contact Charu at dastkar.delhi@gmail.com / 9873700198
**KIDSTUFF WORKSHOPS DESCRIPTIONS**

**TERRACOTTA WHEEL POTTERY**
Enjoy the feel of cool, wet clay under your fingers and learn how to throw small clay pottery items on the wheel.

**BLACK POTTERY CLAY MODELING**
Sawai Madhopur is the region of the famous Ranthambhore Tiger reserve, it is also famous for the special clay from this area that gives the traditional animal figures their distinctive black colour.

**RAJASTHAN PAPIER-MACHE**
The local papier-maché style of Rajasthan recycles old paper and uses methi to strengthen the base as it dries. Items are then painted and decorated in traditional motifs and small mirrors.

**HAND BLOCK-PRINTING**
One of the earliest forms of surface decoration on fabrics, block-printing is carried out with carved wooden blocks dipped in natural dyes. This workshop will showcase the pretty designs of Sanganer.

**BEADWORK DECORATIVE ITEMS**
Artisans from Gujarat will teach you how make pretty and decorative items with multi-coloured beads and fabric.

**BEADWORK JEWELLERY**
In a traditional technique from Madhya Pradesh, learn to use fine beads to make delicate jewellery.

**PATWA JEWELLERY**
Threadwork jewellery in rainbow hues and tinkling bells.

**PHAD FOLK PAINTING**
A narrative scroll painting tradition from Rajasthan. Wandering minstrels travelled from town to town telling epic stories and religious tales using the painted backdrops to bring their stories to life.

**GOND FOLK PAINTING**
Inspired by the nature around them, the Gond people developed a stylized, colourful and highly decorative form of painting depicting animals, birds, trees and mythological beasts.

**MADHUBANI FOLK PAINTING**
Originally a form of wall decoration used to decorate the interior of their homes, today Bihar’s Madhubani artists are masters of intricate line-work which is then filled in with colour.

**PAINTING CARVED WOOD ITEMS**
Pieces of wood carved into figures of birds, people, fish and flowers will be painted to give each piece colour and personality.

**MUD MIRROR DORI**
Decorative items made in the techniques used for the traditional wall decorations done with mud, mirror and cord to embellish village homes.
RAJASTHANI PUPPET MAKING
Children will learn to make their own fun fabric hand-glove puppets.

FINGER PUPPETS
Make delightful little characters out of paper, thread, ice-cream sticks and felt-pens … and animate them on your fingers.

CROCHET
You need only yarn and a blunt hooked needle, combined with a knowledge of traditional techniques, to make very pretty and decorative items.

FUN ACTIVITIES / Cost per session/per person

CANARY CRATE
A variety of Kit-based activities to choose from with themes like Barn Animals or Pirates Crew.

COOKING CLASSES
Learn how to put together fun and healthy dishes – without using fire!

DECOUPAGE
Make sets of coasters with collages of different types of coloured paper.

SCIENTIFIC PAPER TOYS
Using the fundamentals of science, logic based paper toys that make learning fun.

RECYCLED NEWSPAPER BAGS
Give new life to old newspapers and make them useful again.

QUILLING PAPERWORK
A filigree paper technique using strips of paper that are rolled, shaped, coiled and glued to create decorative designs.

TERRACOTTA & FABRIC ITEMS
Small figurines and decorative items are made combining terracotta elements with coloured cloth.

Workshop Schedule

17th  Papier Mache, Clay Modelling, Madhubani Painting, Crochet, Beadwork, Puppet Making, Finger Puppets
18th  Clay Modelling, Wheel Pottery, Gond Painting, Phad Painting, Madhubani Painting, Beadwork, Crochet
19th  Clay Modelling, Madhubani Painting, Crochet, Beadwork of 3 different kinds, Mud Mirror
20th  Wheel Pottery, Gond Painting, Phad Painting, Puppet Making, Crochet, Mud Mirror, Finger Puppet
21st  Papier Mache, Madhubani Painting, Crochet, Beadwork of 2 different kinds, Mud Mirror, Painting Wood Figures
22nd  Wheel Pottery, Gond Painting, Phad Painting, Beadwork of 2 different kinds, Puppet Making, Painting Wood Figures
23rd  Wheel Pottery, Madhubani Painting, Crochet, Beadwork, Puppet Making, Block Printing, Painting Wood Figures
24th  Wheel Pottery, Clay Modelling, Gond Painting, Phad Painting, Crochet, Mud Mirror, Finger Puppet, Block Printing
25th  Papier Mache, Clay Modelling, Crochet, Beadwork, Finger Puppet, Block Printing, Painting Wood Figures
26th  Papier Mache, Wheel Pottery, Gond Painting, Phad Painting, Beadwork, Crochet, Block Printing

Activity Schedule

17th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Scientific Paper Toys, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
18th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Cooking, Scientific Paper, Recycled Bags Toys, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
19th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Cooking, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
20th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Cooking, Recycled Bags
21st  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
22nd  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
23rd  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
24th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
25th  Canary Crate, Decoupage, Scientific Paper Toys, Recycled Bags, Quilling, Terracota & Fabric Items
26th  Canary Crate, Decoupage

Dastkar